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SUMMARY TALK—INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF
SPIN OBSERVABLE OF NUCLEAR PROBES

Gerald T. GARVEY

Los Alar.los ~ational Laboratory, MS H836, Los Alamos, N’ew Mexico 87545*

A selected summary of the presentation and discussions at the 4th Telluride Conference

is presented. The summary deals mainly with the effects of nuclear spin and isospin on

the interaction between nucleons and their consequences in nuclear structure.

1. INTRODUCTION

I have been asked by several people if I had prepared this summary talk before coming

to the Conference. Unfortunately, I am no longer in such close contact with this field that

I could. pretend to have created a presurnmary. As today was such a nice day, I could not

resist skiing and so the more appropriate question is, “Am I prepared at all?”

F?efore launching into the summary, a few sociological observations are in order. I see

new, young faces and hear new voices at this conference; happily, many of them are young

women. It has taken far tog iong for us to obtain extensive participation of women in

physics. This new development is most weicome and bodes well for the future. Being joined

by Soviet colleagues once ag&n is another excellent development at this meeting, welcomed

by all of us. The even better news in this regard is that U.S. and Soviet scientists are not

just attending meetings tcgetiwr but are jointly working together on real physics projec:s

using the effective strengths of our two societies to carry out significant experiments. At

Los Alamos we have joined with a *iery strong Soviet group at the Institute for 3illc1ear

Study ( 1SS ) in MOSCOWto carry out a measurement of the low-energy solar neutrino flux

!~~~~g ~=. ! 3ee that thle A -_m_.-.-~1 gUIIIIC ~iilii~) is h WC}ik on iiihi”iid polarized targets at thp

clrct n>n accelerator at INovisibirsk. It i~ ~:ery important to cent inlle working to fllrt her thew

t“f)linl)t)ratic~xls. It will not be simpl~ aq the blmw=mcmcy on hotli sides is still I]nrasy with

the notion. However, with some hard work the obstacles will be overc(mw and w-it=ncrwili

rer[mill in the vanglmrd of intrmational rrlationsl]ips.
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Where has the or cross section gone?

Why is the longz”tudinzd structure function ti (e, e’) quasielastic scattering only 60%

of the Couiomb “sum rule ?“

Why is the ratio of the (p, p’ ) quasielastic cross section for ]ongit udinrd to transverse

polarization approximately unity independent of A and w ?

How close is the correspondence between the (p, n) and (n, p) cross sections and

corresponding weak interaction processes ?

Where are the “antinuckons” in the nucleus?

Not surprisingly, given the organizers of the conference and its history, much of the

conference was devoted to these questions. I will try to summarize what has taken place

over the past four days by dealing with these questions and recalling some physics presented

here that was entirely new to me.

2.1 Where has the UT cross section gone?

Immediately following the discovery of the so-called giant Gamow-TeHer ( GT) resonance

(a~+) via its large yield at 0° in p, n charge exchange it became abun.lantly clear that the

observed yield for the process was well below the sum xule for the operator

~~~T-p~T= :( N- Z) .

A variety of explanations sought to explain the observed deficiency such as the strength

being transferred up to dc!t a energies because at the quark level both GT transitions and

t“heformation of a delta (T’ = 3/2, S = 3/2) involve change of the spin and isospin projection

of a qm.rk. Other, less exotic explanations argued the depletion of strength as arising from

the two-body tensor force which simply spreads the strength to somewhat higher energies,

thereby rendering it difficult to observe. The contribution of two-step processes, meson

exchange effects, etc., are all believed to be far too small to account for the 4070 shortfall

in the observed yield. Two experimental tacts have been taken to address the questiop as

to where the misi lng strength might be. One employs polarized beams and me~ure~ the

spin of the outgoing particle m that the tra.n..ferred spin can be ;n.fermd. This mig!it I,e a

sensitive way to find smail pieces of the spin-flip strength. The other tact is to measure the

(n. p) cross section to determine the o~~ term. In earlier discussions it waq .aswlmmi to be

zero and as it [nust be a positive definite quantity, this quantity can only make the spin flip

(Irficit more severr. Let me first discuss the spire transfer measurements.

The spin flip prohnbilit y SN N is defined as

0 +- +”-+ n +.-+ O-+
.sm,., = ~.— .—..—.~ —— ...— —

(-7

Im)jm-tioll axl(i t,}lr wcoIl(l tllr

t.llr Illmtulx fslfJIIIf’Ilts iK]volvfwl



SNN s O for natural parity giant resonances (AS x O);

SNN x 0.5 for AS = 1 giant resonances;

SNN * 0.25 for qumifree NN due to approximately equal parts of AS = 1 and O.

Kevin Jones presented data on S,VN measurements from p, p’ forward angle inelastic

scattering at 318 MeV on several nuclei. Figures 1 and 2 show the data from 40Ca and 90Zr,
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both showing rather similar behavior. At small energy transfers to the nucleus the value of

SNN is near zero and gradually incre== Up to a value the order of 0.25, the value expected

for quasifree scattering. At scattering angles between 4.5 and 7.5° where the momentum

transfer is larger, there appears to be a larger value of SN N at excitation energies in excess

of 20 MeV. The explanation for this is likely the relatively larger role of the AS = 1 giant

resonances with L = 1,2. This conjecture is supported by theoretical work reported on in

this conference by R. Smith as well as detailed response function calculations carried out by

Boucher and Wombach. The AS = O yield is brought down to lower excitation energy by

collective effects relative to the yield for AS = 1. This leaves the AS = 1 yield dominant

at E= > 20 MeV. and q x 0.5 fro-l. This turn of events makes it difficult for polarization

transfer me~urements to be especially helpful in uncovering small pieces of the L = O, S = 1,

AT = 1 strength unless the ~ ~charge exchange yields are much simpler to interpret. They

may well be, as there is no isoscalar collectivity to obscure the spin-flip character.

Another interesting feature of (p, p’) calculations reported on by R. Smith is the necessity

of requiring distortion in the initial and final scattering states to account for the yield of

firml-st ate excitation above 35 MeV. The yield corresponding to these energy losses, shown

in Fig. 3, seems not to be due to two or more step processes and would not occur in the

plane-wave limit.
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Peter Jackson presented some beautiful

data from TRIUMF on n, p charge exchange.

The data were taken at 460-MeV neutron en-

ergy on 9Be 13c, SAFe, 90Zr, ~d 208Pb. The

‘qFe(n, p) d~ta wer~ very impressively fit with

a set of L = O, 1, and 2 n-m.ltipoles, Fig. 4. An

interesting feature of these measurements on

13C(n, p)13B (T = 3/2 g.s. ) is that it yields a

value of 10 !37 + 0.56 mb/sr for the Gamow-

Teller unit cross section compared to the anal-

ogous 13C(p, n)13N (T = 3/2, 15.1 MeV) reac-

tion of 14.7 + 1.1 mb/sr. This discrepancy is

interesting and should be resolved as it is dif-

ficult to see how it can be fundamental; most

likely there is a mistake lurking somewhere in

this result, or else there is a very nasty isospin

violation. Jackson said very little about the

impact of the Fe, Zr, and Pb measurements on

the sum rule, presumably because it is again

difficult to meaaure the L = O, AS = 1 yield at

energies above the “Gamow- Teller” rmonancc.

2.2 Why is the lonbitudimd structure func-

tion in (e, e’) quasiektic scattering

only 60% of the Cmdomb “sum rule ?“

One of the puzzling results challenging our

simple picture of the nucleus is the failure to

find the Coulomb sum rule in the longitudinal
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FIGURE 4

The (n, p) spectrum from “Fe at En =

300 MeV. The histogram is the actual
data, while the dotted iine is free n, p
scd tering. The dashed line is RPA
with AL = O, 1, 2, while the solid line

includes the 2p2h correlation in addi-

tion to RPA.

structure function, In a simple and apparently naive picture, the inclusive longitudinal

structure function for quaaiclastic electron scattering when integrated over excitation energy

should count the number of protons in the target nucieus. In the lightest nuclei, this sum rule

is realized, but in nuclei as light as *2C the inte~rated structure function falls short of the to-<>

tal charge. In heavier nuclei only 6070 of the gum rule (2) is observed. Strangely enough, the

transverse structure function, which is more complicated, appears to be nem tlw predicted

value, This situation is drpicted in Fig. 5 whew the ratio of the transverse to longit~ldina]

stnlcture funrtion is shown, The ratio shmdd be pP1l = 2.79, hut tmcallsr the longit,lldimd

structure function is less than expected, this ratio .appm.rs to be morr nearly 3.5. Thrrr arr

Inany discumions that ascribe this (idicimwy to twolx)dy r(~rrelati(ms, I)llt whilr ttl]s l]]ny

I}ut sorer at ease, I find it nh{}l{ltely unconvincing. It seems that every IIlajor ({iffic(llty ifl

Illlrlenr Stnlct,ltre rn.lcldnt.io:ls ffiiling to pro(illcc rxl)(’Iil:]@lltJtlly ol)wrvc(i rntm is n,writml to
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FIGURE 5

Ratio of the F~(Q2)/F’L(Q2) for (e, e’) inclusive and (e, e’, p) as
a function of Q 2. In the latter case one would expect the ratio to

be the ratio of the proton magnetic moment (2.79) to the proton

charge ( 1).

tw~body correlations, but whenever experiments to measure three correla~ions are carried

out, they escape detection. To my mind, this shortfall of the lorigitudinal structure function

is just another example of missing yield relative to what one expects from the present

phenomenologicrd description of nuclei as interact ing neut rons and protons. There is likely

something very seriously wrong with that picture. If it indeed is the case that short-range

correlations shift a larger fraction of the simple wave function hundreds of MeV above

the ground state, then the picture of orderly, well-behaved nucleons moving in shell-model

orbitals is simply an artifact of convenience having little to do with reality. It must be the case

that these strong effects do not materially tiect the re@arities observed in the obsewables

m_Qm~iatedti.~~. !~w-!~~m= at~+~ m$~a- tk -- ‘L- ‘a-* ‘\-& -L--’--*- ‘-J...6 “ “w u u.hALA ~AWAUA=1 Lb u at UUWIULC I ates are never correctiy

predicted. However, there may be several major modifications to this simple picture. This

issue should be resolutely pursued and squared wit,h a less phermmenological description of

the structure of nuclei.

2.3 Wh.v is the ratio of the (p, p’ ) quasiehstic cross sectim for fong-itud~n~ tO tr~.sv~rs~

pofmization approxirnat ely unity independent of A and w ?

The longitudinal (:@ and t rarwerse ( :X ~) responses of ~ nu~lru~ in proton qu~~iel~$ti~

scattering arc expected to he quite different. The strongly attractive p-wave pion-:lucleon

roupling WM believed by some theorists to k sldiiciently attractive tt~ bring almllt pion

c:>ndrnmt.iml in the nucleus at an appropriate t{ellsity. On tht= other hal~(!, tile rq)tllsivr



nature of the p-nucleon coupling appears to thwart the formation of the pion condensate.

The pseudoscalar nature of the pim is manifest in the longitudinal coupling (%. @ while

the vector nature of the p requires that it show up in the transverse coupling (~ x ~).

In finite nuclei, these modes are mixed but examination of the separated longitudinal and

transverse modes were expected to reveal the underlying roles of m and p exchange on the

nucleon-nucleon interaction as modified by the nuclear medium. That is, the longitudinal

mode should appear stronger relative to the transverse mode at moderate momentum and

energy transfers.

Thus, the expected ratio of the longitudinal [12~(g, u)] to transverse [R~(q, u)] response

functions at fixed g as a function of w is shown by the dotted curve in Fig. 6. In the (~ ~’)

quasielastic scattering the effect is diluted because the scattering is a mixture of T = O and

T = 1 interaction. The above discussion pertains only to the T = 1 amplitudes; however,

the effect was still believed to be readily discernible. t
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FIGURE 6

Ratio of the ratio of the longitudinal response of quasielastic scat-

tering in Pb and Ca to ‘H to the same ratios for the transverse
response. The ratio of these ratios is plotted as a function of the

residual excitation energy in the final nucleus. The experiments

were carried out at q = 1.8 fro-].

Recall that earliest EMC data showed an excess at small x (r < 0.25) for the quark

distribution function per nucltmn in deep inelastic scat tenng from Fe as compared to deu-

teriurn. Many theorists attributed this excess as arising from the pion exchange pmce.sses

w;thin nuclei. Hence, these same theorists were surprised to see that the ratio of the ratio

of the longitudinal to ti-answxse structure functions of Pb to ‘H as a function of energy is

constant, and very near 1. Some have interpreted this m evidence for a !ack of picm excess

in nuclei; however, there am several masons why any energy dependence in this rat if) of t Ilc



rat ios should be suppressed in (p, p’). First, as menticmed above, the scattering proceeds

via both 2’ = O and I amplitudes, thus there is a dilution of the effect being sought. Next,

adsorption tends to keep contributions to this channel in the nuclear surface and, lastly,

the finite size of the nucleus tends to mix the longitudinal and transverse modes. All these

considerateions tend to wash out the effect, thougki most c.alculat ions leave residual effects

that should be observable.

Experimentally, for the future one can do little except measure the same quantities in
++
P! n w=iel=tic-el=tic where the scattering will be pure isovector and re-exzu-nine the issue

when these data are in hand. The newly installed NTOF system at LAMPF, in conjunction

with a new high-intensity polarized ion source ( OPPIS ), will be crucial to this program.

2.4 How close is the corre.ypondence between the (p, n) and (n, p) cross sections and

corresponding weak interaction processes ?

We now come to the relationship between the (p, n) and (n, p) cross sections and the rates

for the correspoi ding charge-changing weak processes. The correspondence arises from the

nuclear initial and final states being the same for the strong and weak processes. There is no

a priori reason to expect any relationship except that the matrix elements involved appear

similar at the level of the nonrelativistic impulse approximation involving nuckons only. As

there has been no theoretical formulation of the role of meson-exchange currents in the strong

charge exchm,ge reactions, it is difficult to formulate a very penetrating analysis. It is known

that the effects of meson exchange are usually small in the case of allowed weak transitions

that proceed at near full strength. That is, they are less than 170 of an unhindered Fermi

or Gamow-Teller transition. Effects arising from finite binding in analogous states are much

more serious, as witness the difference between the GT transitions AZD ~ 12C + ~- + fi,

~d lz~ ~ l~:c + ~-+ + Ue. Isospin invariance would lead one to expect that ft values of

these transitions would be equal. The obsemed 1O$ZOdifference is attributed to the nearly

unbound nature of the last proton in 12N. Although this is most likely correct, quantitatively

calculating the size of effect is very chflicult. This difficulty, of course, does not occur in the

issue at hand as the initial and final states are common, but the weak process senses the

entire nuclear volume while the strong charge exchange prccess {(p, n), (n, p) } is much more

sensitive to the rmciear wave function at the nuciear surface “because of adsorption efiects in

the incident and outgoing channels.

As there is no theoretically well-founded description of the strong scattering process,

there is no alternative at this time but to compare the observed weak decay rates and

correspond ng charge exchange cross sections. Terry Taddeucci and his collaborators have

done that in a rather extensive manner ~ we heard ~ the previous talk this evening. They

define a “unit cross section,” &a(EP,A),via



where crm(exp) is the experimentally me~-sured p, n cross section at 00

which is either Fermi or G amow-Teller. 13* is the square of the matrix

via weak decay which equals

BGT ~ &[(Jf, A IIa~- Ii Ji1A)[2
:

BF = &[(Jf, A 1]~- II ..li, A)12 .
1

for a transiti~ n a

element measured

F(q, U) is a factor depending on the momentum (q) and energy (u) transfer and

F(g, w) + 1 .
q-o,w+o

These cross sections show a decrease with A for both Fermi and Gamow-Teller transitions.

The decrease is ascribable to distortion and absorption.

One of the interesting outcomes of this study is the dependence on incident proton

energy of the relative sizes of Fermi and Gamow-Teller cross sections. Fig. 7 shows the

results obtained for 14C over a range of energies. 14C is a very good case for study, as the

F and GT transitions are pure and well separated. The curious fact is that the square
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FIGURE 7
Ratio of the square mot of the cross section at 0° of the “Ga.rnow-

Teller transition” to the “Fermi transition” in 14C(p, n)14N+ as
a function of proton energy. The dotted line is I?( l?P) = EP/55.



root of the GT to F yield as a function of

energy falls on a straight line [13P/55 (MeV)]

for 55< EP <200 as shown in Fig. 7. This

very interesting fact lS partially understood at

a more fundamental level and is due largely to

a reduction in the two-body Vr. The density

dependence has also been shown to be very

important. Love and collaborators have re-

cently worked out a G-matrix approach based

on the Bonn potential. The density depen-

dence of the G matrix for the various efiective

couplings is shown in Fig. 8. A great deal of

progress has been made and is being made in

this area, but improvement by factors of 2 to

5 is needed in the quantitative understanding

and the evaluation of reliability if charge ex-

change is to provide the matrix elements so

badly needed in other areas of nuclear physics

investigations.

2.5 Where are the “antinucleons” in the

nucleus?

N
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FIGURE 8

Plot of the density dependence of the

various effective two-body interactions

in nuclei as a function of density. The

value 1 represents the density af nuclear

matter.

Unfortunately, this still remains a theoretical issue with there being no supporting exper-

imental data. The commonly used relativistic formulation of the nucleon-nucleus interaction

with its very attractive scalar and repulsive vector fields leads to a considerable reduction in

the nucleon-antinucleon energy gap in the nucleus. The gap is rmghly halved to *400-500

MeV. It 1, by no means clear how to uncover the increased antinucleon presence that the

gap reduction would predict. Deep inelastic scattering, or Drell-Yan, experiments will not

produce convincing, if any, evidence for ~ in nuclei. It seems important to demonstrate

the reduced gap if we are to have real faith in the present day relativistic formulation. At

the present moment, the cent act is entirely through certain spin-dependent effects that are

obtainable more naturally in a Dirac formulation than via any known nonrelativistic pre-

scription. The rest of the baggage that comes with the relativistic fcmnulation is very difficult

to deal with. I certainly take my hat off to those few strong souis who are re-establishing

all of nuclear structure in a relativistic description.

In a global seine, establishing a nuclear theory

types that will work up to energy and momentum

achievement because one could then employ QCD

then have a way of proceeding from low rnergy up

They are few, and the job is enormous.

in terms of a finite number of hadronic

transfer of a few G UV would be a great

to push on to higher :nergy. We woldd

to the TeV scale.



3. NEW MATERIAL

Among the new material presented at this conference, the report by Roy Holt on pho-

tdisintegration of the deuteron done at NPAS and the two reports on delta production by

Ellegard and IXmitriv were most interesting to me.

Let’s start with the deuteron photodisintegrat ion. The experimental result IS a result

of a collaboration between Argonne/Caltech/NPAS referred to as NE8. To predict the

behavior of the expected form factor at large momentum transfer, there are several ways to

proceed. In the context of the parton model at asymptotically large Q2, it is necessary for

the struck quark to sh~e its momentum with the remaining quarks; each of these quark-

quark kL2r~Ctbns introduces a factor of 1/Q2 due to hard gluon exchange. In the case of

the deuteron, this involves five quarks in addition to the one that is struck to take up the

momentum so that at very large Q2 we expect that the deuteron form factor would scale as

I’d(Q*) - Q-10 .
Q2--ca

At lower than asymptotic Q2 a more detailed model is required. One commonly used

procedure is to simplY calculate the cross section with a hadronic model that includes all

the known hadron dynamics and form factors. Alternatively, Brodsky and collaborabms

have set up an ansat~ hued on QCD that produces a scaling behavior well below where

one would expect scaling to work. In their approach, the nucleons share equally in the

momentum transfer and are correlated via a gluon exchange. While the correctness of these

assumptions can be eas; ly called into question, it provides a specific recipe that often agrees

with experiment and leads to what is often referred to as precocious scaling because it sets

in long bef~re one would expect any scaling behavior based on QCD. In this case, one would

have for the matrix element in deuteron photoabsorption

where the lwt factor of l/Q2 accounts for the gluon exchange between the nuckmns. As

#’N(Q2 ) ~ Q–4, the predicted behavior shows the sanle power law dependence RS the
a~-..m

predicted behavior shows the same power law dependence as the asymptotic CM(’ whrxl

Q2 + w In a hadronic description, one has nucleon ffmn factors for the photon adsorption

and the momentum is shared via picm exchange so that the matrix element h~q the following

fwm



where f( t9c~) is an energy-independent “reduced” ~plitude. The task of my model would
.

then be to compute ~(ec~). Figure 9 shows the observed yield for as a function of photon

energy as reported by the NE8 collaboration. Above 0.8 GeV their results appear to agree

much better with the predictions of chromodyna.nits than with the specific meson exchange

model shown in the figure. However, caution is the order d the day as meson exchange

calculations are often very model dependent. It is, however, another interesting example of

appment precocmus scaling.
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what would be expected from delta production via pion exchange. Hence, half the cross
.

section must be due to other processes, possibly p exchange. Dimitriv asserts that there
.

are two processes involved in A production. One is quasifree A production with the A

being produced in the continuum. The other process involves the creation of the A in the

field of the nucleus. Processes of the first kind can be readily identified via observation

of the normal products of A decay in coincidence measurements. The peak resulting from

coincidence measurement occurs at higher energy than does the A inclusive spectrum. Hence,

the noncoincident contribution is at lower energy and is reminiscent of a A-hole excitation

in the nuclear syi~tem, supporting Dirnit riv’s assertion.

The Saterne measurements are carried out using 0.900 GeV/amu heavy-ion beams and

involve proton charge changing processes via ( He,t), ( laO, laN), (20Ne,20F), and also a case

20Ne 20Na). The first three reactions leaveof neutron charge exchange in the beam via ( ,

behind A+ or A++ in the target nucleus while the last reaction leaves AO or A-. The peak

associated with charge exchange production of A+ an “ A++ shows a downward shift of the

delta resonance peak in C that is some 70 to 80 MeV below the free production and then w a

function of A the peak position remains relatively fixed in energy, while the charge exchange

producing AO and A- yields a peak that shows a cent inuous downward shift. These effects

must represent the combined effect of Coulomb plus nuclear binding effects on the delta in

nuclei, This is schematically shown in Fig. 11. The size of these delta production cross

A(B.E.)
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sections is again very large and would be large- if the giant GT resonance occurred as a

bound state in the outgoing projectile. It is likely that the total A production cross section

is on the order of hundreds of rnillibarns.

4. CONCLUSION

There were a host of new experimental undertakings reported on in this meeting that

were once tbought too difficult to carry out. There is genuine progress in what we are able

to both consider and execute. For example, the tensor polarization T20 in electron elastic

scattering on the deuteron, (n, p) reactions, (~ E’) are now being carried out. V.re will

soon be gathering data on ~(~ ~), A(E ;), (e, e’, ~), and (e, e’, n). Spin-dependent deep

inelastic scattering, as well as neutral current elastic scattering should reveal much about

the partonic structure of the nucleon. All of these experiments require extensive effort and

a high degree of effective collaboration. They represent the kind of effort that the nuclear

physics of tomorrow will require.

This hm been an excellent meeting. We should thank Chuck Horowitz and Charles

Goodman for creating a 4th Telluride Conference that retains all the vitality and importance

of the preceding conferences!


